1. Minute taking

2. Apologies

3. Minutes of the 32nd meeting, Friday 26 September 2014
   amendments: 1 Tofts not Toft; 5a Ridgeview not Ridgewood

4. Matters arising not elsewhere mentioned on this Agenda

5. Reports:
   
   (a) Recent events

   16 December, Christmas party (SB)

   (b) Financial (JF)

6. Future programme

   3 February Arcadia (Theatre Royal) (JP)
   16 February The Keep (JF)

   [Possibilities]
   Opening of Attenborough Centre

7. Recruitment (CG)

8. Pre-retirement (JP)

   Assuming that what the university now plans to offer is only on pension and
   financial issues, the obvious areas where we could conceivably organise something
   are a panel talking about different plans and experiences of retirement, and some
   explanation and discussion of what the university offers to those who wish to remain
   in some way part of the university. The latter could include information about Suss
   Ex. I wonder whether someone from the medical school on health issues in later life
   might also be of value? I think the whole area is one where it could be very useful to
   attempt some systematic assessment of member and prospective member opinion.


10. AOB.

11. Date and time of next meeting.
Recent minutes (and succeeding agendas)
June 2013 Jennifer Platt
October 2013 Steve Pavey
January 2014 Charles Goldie
March 2014 David Smith
June 2014 Adrian Peasgood
September 2014 Arnold Goldman

Recent newsletter editors
June 2013 DS,CMG,JP
November 2013 Adrian Peasgood
January 2014 David Smith
July 2014 Adrian Peasgood
November 2014 Jennifer Platt